Visual lessons start with Britannica ImageQuest, the world's most respected and trusted K-12 image libraries curated in one safe site!

Britannica ImageQuest brings lessons, assignments, and projects to life with the best and broadest offering of curriculum-relevant imagery and digital art materials (symbols, educational illustrations, infographics, flags, and conceptual illustrations), all rights-cleared for educational, non-commercial use.

Access over 3.4 million images from more than 60 leading collections, including:

- The Bridgeman Art Gallery
- Chicago History Museum
- Culture-Images
- Dorling Kindersley Images
- Getty Images
- Ingram Publishing
- Natural History Museum
- Planet Observer
- Press Association Images
- Universal Images Group
- and other trusted image sources.
Harness the power of visual learning.
Support project-based lessons, visual literacy skill development, and peer-to-peer collaboration.

**Deliver high-impact visual lessons.**
Sample projects show teachers how to incorporate ImageQuest into a variety of subjects and across age groups. Guided by a Project Summary, Student Learning Objectives, Key Concept, and Implementation ideas, students use images to demonstrate understanding and content engagement.

**Collaborate and organize easily and effectively.**
Students and teachers can easily search, tag, save, and share content using the Content Collector. The Lesson Plan Builder helps teachers create collaborative activities for small or large groups. Individuals can store items and come back later to access them!

**Meet many users’ needs with one trusted database.**
Teachers can quickly find images for lesson plans and classroom activities, while students will turn to the site for homework assignments and project-based learning. Institutions can trust ImageQuest in course development, student Web pages, publications, and newspapers.

**Features**

- Access to the best image libraries
- Encourages visual literacy
- Fosters citation usage
- Filter selections
- Scale images with ease

Maximize your tech investment and integrate with your existing resources.